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Please serve the attached letter on the parties to the THI-1'

restart proceeding.

cc: Chairman Palladino
Comissioner Roberts
Comissioner Bernthal
Comissioner Zech
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' THE DAY WE AINOST IDST PENNSYLVANIA.

March 28.1979, was the day we almost lost Pennsylvania. The media and the owners
of TMI broadcast a warning of major difficulties with the . nuclear power plant. Over

the next few days, an accidant at a nuclear power plant came within minutes of
a meltdown.

At least , the investigations for over 5 years after the accident said that we
within minutes of a meltdown. Some studies said an houri and some studiescame

said less than 30 minutes. All these time estimates used information from the
NRC and the utility.

How we perc ive the severity of the accident depends on the reports from thee

utility and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Intervenors have never viewed :
the actual damage , had access to the original machine recordings, or been able
to demand any questions be answered by the workers who were actually involved

' on site during the accident. Only a few " whistle blowers" - Hartman , BLrks,
King, ete- have presented a very different picture than that presented by the
NRC and the utility.

Hartmen volunteered that the reactor was leaking in excess of an allowable,

specification at the time of the accident. Eventually, the NRC agreed with
'Hartman and fined the utility for this violation.

,

( Parkd came forvard with problems on the polar crane. Well over a year later,

j the subcontractor decided not to use the polar crane to 14.ft the reactor head.

| These are not the only examples. AnotherexamplecomesoutoftheB9/GPU
court case arrising from the accident. The facts in Exhibit 343 contradicts the
utility's accident scenario. (TMI Unit 2 Ipss of Feedwater Flow Isading to theI

,

Accident of Pttnch 28,1979 K.P.Lucien Energy Inc., Idaho Falls ID , Sep.1,79.)
The approach used in BE 343 "has resulted in the formulation of hypothesis*

which are occasionally at variance with previously published testimony and/or
'. scenarios." (Page 1-1) Coordinating the facts from B&W 343 and other NRC
| documents , a completely different and more dangerous accident emerges.
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UKAT ACTUALLY HAPPTSD.
'

What actually happened will never be completely known. k e.do know ;nrtr. ar.1 we
have new facts in B5 343. Some of the new data are very ctra!ghtf orvue an: t 3.,,.

results are clear.

Kiring errors,(C-4) unapproved modifications (C-18), and unexplained alter.stlerin
(B-7),that"wouldrender all 8 (polisher) beds inca;nble of coping with either
loss of air or control power" harried the operators of TM#2 every second. Unexplained
clarms, balky operation , and feedwater that just did not flow as ordered from
the control room met the operators unpredictably.

These were only some of the problems affecting tre operators. The

operators were unaware of many other problems. Corrosive regenerating fluid was
cntering the main control cabineta(A-2) and alterations rendered the polisher beds
incapable of coping with eithe loss.of service air or c.. trol power. Not til

March 21st, four working das before the accident, the ut iity revised its
procedures to reflect the required alignment for polisher p1eumatic switches (B-10) .

These ar'e only a few of the problems evident from the descriptions in EF 343
What is more important is what these new facts illustrate about the danger of
the accidant,.

WHAT THE NEW FACTS ILUETRATE AB0lff THE ACCIDWT.
First and most obviously, the new facts point to deficiencies which troubled

the operators every minute . .These included annunciators or alarms going off
for problems in the polisher - condenser. The circuitry of the polisher beds

.

had errors in design and wiring . Polisher beds were unavailable for unguessable
periods. One of more of the above problems caused unpredictab/d, feedwater

unavailablity and reactor trips.
Second, the reactor was tri: sing at random times. The reactor was operating

outside of its technical specification and should have reduced power to go into

cold shutdown according to NRC regulation. Instead , the reactor was steaming at
close to full power ,

.

most of these new facts were not ferreted out by the many investigationsThird'3
of the ac'cident. The NRC could have gotten BJar 343 since September 1,1979 when

it was subsitted to the Company. Victor Stello of the NRC stated that he had read
.

BW 343 and found the material could not be used by the NRC to prosecute any
'

violations a6ainst the utility.
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This lack of regulation showsthat tre NRC doss not enforco their regulations in,

any r.anner that would satisfy their charter . Deficient regulation has caused
'

a major accident at TMI and continues to jeopardice the health and safety of the
public. The regulated industry has a clear signal that the NBC will ignore

i

operating outside of .echnical specification, deficiencies in design, and errors '

in fabrication.
Fourth, the new facts also present a reactor where the operators lost control.

The operators knew that they had lost control of the reactor long before the
accident. Or. going problems with the polisher forced operators out of the

control roce to attemptreestablishing flow thru the plisher beds. (RogovinReportVlP.7)
Three operators were not available because they were tending to a known and ongoing |

polisher problem while the reactor steamed at full power. The operators knew

before the accident of the seriousness of the polisher problem, Only a very serious
problem would have gotten so much attention while the reactor steamed near full power.

The new facts will lead to uncovering many other continuing problems, if wer
let them. However, the NRC and the utility have not enforced enough of the
requirements of the Atomic Energy Act or the NRC rules to protect the health

1 and safety of the public. The NRC and the utility wuld face uncovering their own
'

deficient practices . Therefore , the NRC and the utility have a vested interest
a.nd a bias in ignoring regulations and operating violations.

WHY AND HOW ARE THEE CONDENSER POLISHER PROBIDS SO IMPORTANT.,

The condenser polisher problems lead to the accident at TMIW2.(A-1) 2he loss of
condensate flow prompted the trip that eventually lead to the accident. Ioss of '

condensate flow translated into loss of feedwaterflow. The feedwater is the
coolant that takes heat from the (secondary side of the ) reactor and gets rid
of the heat (to the ultimate heat sink) thru the turbines and cooling towers..

The operators had to guess how available the feedwater flow was throughout
the' accident.The feedwater flow picture was complicated more with water hammer

causing a pipe break (A-2), caustic and acidic regenerating solutions entering
control cabinets, an A m switch that'was set to manual defeating many automatic
features (c-2),andseveralalarmswereinhibited(off.)

The operatorg did not know if the feedwater would be available. Therefore,
the operators had no idea what to do when the reactor coolant pumps vibrated
increasingly and flowed erratically during the accident. The feedwater problems

. 1**d to erroneous actions that worsened the accident.t

Very few results come out of the . investigation d feeNater problems. All parties
,

[ tdmitted to some feedwater problems.- The heat from the core goes thru the
| feedwater eventually to the cooling towers.
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the tine of the accident, many residents co .phir..,1 r ,,. . ; gn .,, ,3t, .. . .

gneir mouths. Industrial cooling towers have a reputati2n f or cau* ine a ante:;:-
taste in the air and mouth of nearby residents due to P'ristle e!,ianiv, .. 4 * ; p

other residue being suspended in the air draf t thru thoor
r ' '; . r (( 3., 7 , ,

'

operating problems. To this day the NRC has not issued a definitiv.- re ;.ir t % u .,

retallic taste in the mouth cf nearby residents during and af ter the acel.icas.
The feedwater problems coupled with operator confusion could have cauned
tistakes which resulted in a metallic tase in the air to issue from the
coo ling towers. |

This' metallic taste ' is only one of many issues that have slept for over five
j years. There are many. 5 years is too lons to wait for answers.
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